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Although there is less possibility for Automobile 4S shop to earn exorbitant 
profits through sales only under fiercer and fiercer competition, the Xiamen TC 
Group have a good practice through setting up all-around automobile service center. 
The article makes a research about the TC all-around automobile service 
center, and the research is also combined with the current situation and features of 
automobile 4S business. In the study the author uses the service model of Roger G. 
Schroeder which is analyzing the case in the sequence of service strategy, service 
products designing, service supply system and effect evaluation. And the author also 
uses the way of quantitative and qualitative in the research. The study about TC 
all-around service center is including six aspects: the background for setting up the 
service center, the goal of the service center, the service selection of the service 
center, the location evaluation, the effects of the service center and the suggestions 
for improving. 
The author believes that service innovation and service adaption are the main 
reasons for the success of TC all-around service center, which hopes would have 
reference and practice meanings for the automobile sales & service companies to 
improving the business profit and also the service level. 
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